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LIBRARY GALLERY

A Conversation Across the Centuries 
and Tall Ships at the Orinda Library

By ELANA O’LOSKEY
Staff Writer

The Orinda Library Gallery gears up 
for something a little different in 

December – a collaborative project from 
the group Kunstanke (Art Thought in Nor-
wegian) entitled “A Conversation Across 
the Centuries,” as well as Tall Ship models 
handcrafted by the late Walt ulrich. The 
show runs from December 1-28, but the 
gallery is closed for the holidays December 
22-26. An artists’ reception is planned for 
Thursday, December 16 from 5 to 7 p.m.; 
light refreshments will be served.

Claude Lorrain Project: A Conversation 
Across the Centuries, came about when 
Kunstanke members found a discarded 
book of Lorrain’s sketches and drawings. 
Claude Lorrain, who lived from 1600-1682, 
is best known for his painted landscapes, 
unusual in that in his time, landscapes, es-
pecially plein air, were seen as a “lower’’ art 

form. Lorrain became famous by elevating 
this art form. The group decided to col-
laborate on taking the original book plates 
and adding their contemporary artistic 
responses to them. 

The book they found had only sketches 
and drawings as studies for paintings, thus 
lending itself to be the “bare bones” for 
their 21st century “Conversation” with Lor-
rain’s work. They distributed the plates of 
the book randomly; sometimes they collab-
orated on a piece, others were kept to one 
artist. There were a few rules: the finished 
piece had to remain the size of the original 
page (9.5” x 11” – framed 16” x 20”); some 
part of the original Lorrain image had to be 
present; and essentially two dimensional. 
Next, they made some kind of response or 
change to Lorrain’s drawing - a develop-
ment in composition, a social comment or 
a radical transformation. There will be 40 
of these in the show; the project took two 
years to complete. Titles of works shown 
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His Name Shall Be Darwin is a large mixed media piece that will be displayed at the December show.

include “Bird on a Wire,” “Red Zebra,” and 
“His Name Shall Be Darwin.” 

 Kunstanke (www.kunstanke.com) is 
a group of women artists who met while 
taking advanced art classes at Diablo Valley 
College eight years ago. They are skilled in 
a variety of mediums including oil paint-

ing, photography, watercolor, sculpture 
and print making. The members had an 
affinity for each other because they have 
all traveled extensively abroad and lived 
in a variety of places around the country. 
ultimately, they wanted mutual support in 
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t 4TH BORE from page 5

and had to wait in a long backup because 
only one bore was open. With the addition 
of the fourth bore, two tunnels will always 
be available in both directions. 

While the first public meeting concerning 
a fourth bore was held in 1990, funding was 
difficult to obtain.  In November of 2004, 
Contra Costa County voters passed Mea-
sure J, an initiative that continued a 1988 
half-cent sales tax to fund transportation 
projects. “The availability of this fund was 
the impetus for obtaining additional funds. 
“Without Measure J, there would be no 
fourth bore project,” said Maria Viramon-
tes, chairperson of the Contra Costa Trans-
portation Authority.  The measure provides 
nearly 30 percent of the project’s funding. 

The $200 million obtained from Presi-
dent Obama’s American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act jump started the project, 
according to Governor Arnold Schwar-
zenegger.  It was the largest Recovery Act 
allocation in the nation at the time it was 
granted.  It is estimated the project will cost 
$420 million and be completed in 2013. 
This amount includes the environmental 

tion the sound wall will be demolished and 
the cypress trees removed. Then this area 
will be covered with an earthen berm 20 
feet high at the crest, and landscaped with 
grass and trees.  A small eight-foot sound 
wall will be built on top of the berm.

It is estimated that 280,000 cubic meters 
of material will be excavated.  Since it 
expands by a ratio of 1.8, the total amount 
would be about 504,000 cubic meters. 
This volume would fill a football field to 
the height of 390 feet. Treasure Island and 
Hunter’s Point will use the soil for fill. 
Depending upon the type of soil and rock, 
crews tunnel between five to ten feet a day.  
Weiss says, “It’s very slow, deliberate work.  
The harder the rock, the further the crews 
can tunnel each day as hard rock is more 
self supporting.”  

Weiss continues, “The highest number of 
people working on the site at any one time 
is about 250, not including the design or 
Caltrans field staff.  Since the project will 
use so many materials and a great deal of 
outside labor for such things as trucking, 
electricity, steel and concrete manufactur-
ing, we put the number of jobs created 
directly and indirectly at somewhere near 
4,500.”

During construction, paleontologists 
have found over 500 specimens, includ-
ing a camel’s tooth, a horse femur and a 
partial skull from an oredont, which is a 
prehistoric ruminating pig, according to 
Weiss. All fossils will eventually be given to 
the university of California Berkeley.  The 
university has drawers full of fossils from 
the construction of the first three bores, 
even though environmental laws were not 
in effect at the time of their construction.

The roadheader machine was chosen 
over a tunnel-boring machine because it 
costs less and is better suited to a job en-
compassing a variety of rock types.  It can 
be operated from the cab, or for a better 
view of the work, outside with a remote 
control, much like one would control and 
fly a model airplane.

It’s of interest to note the changing tech-
nology in tunnel construction.  The third 
bore, constructed in 1964, was excavated 
using the old method consisting of blast, 
shore and muck.  Four foot blast holes 
were cored into the rock face, the rock was 
blasted, steel shore set, and then the blasted 
rock was hand shoveled into mine cars 
which were rolled out on downward slop-
ing tracks.  Even with this labor-intensive 
method, progress of one foot per hour was 
often achieved.

To witness the sights and sounds of the 
current construction on this long-awaited 
tunnel, log on to www.youtube.com and put 
“Caldecott Fourth Bore” in the search line.

developing their artwork further and raising 
their level of professionalism. In this series, 
according to Kunstanke member TaVee, 
“We interacted with Lorrain’s work from 
the 1600s, which is idealized and pastoral; 
we wanted to make a bridge to our world 
and what our life is like; how things change, 
and how they stay the same, an artistic 
conversation about that.” Because Lorrain’s 
drawings and sketches are fresh, or studies 
for paintings, they are unfinished and in 
a sense “loose,” which allowed room for 
contemporary additions and interpretations. 
For more about Claude Lorrain, see http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claude_Lorrain.

Kunstanke members hope viewers will, 
“Consider the impact of our actions and 
how they affect others in our world.” Ta-
Vee believes “Art brings life and pleasure 
to our community; it’s really important to 
have things to think about other than facts, 
concrete and obligations.” Kunstanke cer-
tainly brought “community” to this project, 
as they collaborated on it from start to 
finish over two years. Members contrib-
uting works to this show include Jimmie 
Beardsley, Kari Brinck, Becky Busi, Phyllis 
Lasché, Myra Latkin, Marina Li, Shun-An 
Lee and TaVee. 

While the walls will be filled with the 
“Conversation,” the cabinets will feature 
a more nautical theme – Tall Ships. The 
late Walt ulrich of Moraga was passionate 
about building model ships – he started in 
1953 and continued to his death at 80 years 
old in 2008. Fortunately,  his wife Joan is 
now the steward for this rare collection of 
delicate vessels, wrought with such care, 
finesse and dedication. Joan recalls that 
Walt always loved ships and working with 
wood and tools. “What he liked best was 
how it took his mind off of everything else 
as he became completely absorbed in the 
ship,” she says. The show includes 12 of 
Walt’s models including the AMD Nina 
(a small wood model), the Nippon Maru, 
the Cutty Sark, a Lobster Smack, the uSS 
Constitution, two versions of the SS united 
States, the uSS Missouri, the uSS Arizona, 
and galleons including The Flying Cloud, 

t GALLERy from page 2 the HMS Victory, and the Spanish Galleon 
of 1540.

ulrich’s tools included a scalpel, twee-
zers, magnifying glasses, vise, small 
paintbrushes and enamel paint. He used 
grommets as portholes for the large model 
of the SS united States and window screen 
as boat railings. The lifeboats were modeled 
from plaster of Paris, and he used sewing 
thread to accurately rig the sails (which go 
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Pieces from Walt Ulrich's rare collection of Tall Ships will be exhibited in the library's display cases. 

up and down). In 2005, ulrich completed 
the SS united States, which he began in 
1953. Family and friends were invited to 
a “launch” party, and he was written up 
in the Contra Costa Times. Joan recalls 
traveling with him to the Marin Headlands 
to watch the tall ships come into the San 
Francisco Bay under the Golden Gate 
Bridge – thrilling. They train midshipmen 
from all over the world on these ships so 
they are conversant with old sailing meth-
ods. The opportunity to train on these tall 
ships is coveted by sailors.

Joan ulrich hopes the display of her hus-
band’s models will inspire others to build 
models, go sailing, or become interested in 
ships. The entire family became involved 
in Walt’s passion when they would go 
camping; young and old would work side-
by-side on the models – memories now 
treasured by all.

Visit the gallery during normal library 
hours – Monday through Thursday, 10 a.m. 
to 8 p.m.; Friday and Saturday, 10 a.m. to 
6 p.m.; and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Call 
254-2814 for more information. The gallery 
is closed December 22-26 for the holidays. 
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Birds On a Wire is a fun mixed media featured in 
the Library Gallery's December show.

COURTESY OF CALTRANS, DIST 4, 
JOHN HUSEBY PHOTOGRAPHER

A roadheader, like the one shown above at Devil’s 
Slide, is being used to build the Caldecott Tunnel’s 
fourth bore.

clearance, design, right of way, and con-
struction costs. 

The project’s first steps consisted of 
tree removal, the planting of fast-growing 
Leyland Cypress trees, and construction 
of a temporary sound wall 1,000 feet long 
and 35 feet high. This was done to trap 
the noise, light and dust generated during 
construction when trucks use the narrow 
strip between the freeway and the wall as a 
staging ground for a concrete plant, water-
treatment facility, and dumping area for 
excavated soil. upon the tunnel’s comple-


